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Zambia Dairy Transformation Programme (ZDTP) 

Monthly Newsletter – August 2017 

Key highlights: 

➢ Working with Cooperative Boards to form Pasture Demonstration Plot Committees to support 

the selection and monitoring of community and individual farmer demonstration plots; 

➢ Finalising the modifications to the ‘prototype’ motorised hand operated chaff cutter through 

field testing in Balaka during a pit silage demonstration; 

➢ Signing a MoU with Kwanshama Dairy Cooperative; 

➢ Seeing the progress Kwanshama are making with the building of a covered reception area for 

their Milk Collection Centre (MCC). 

Overview of activities carried out under ZDTP output areas: 

Output 0: Programme Management 

The ZDTP team have continued to connect with organisations working in the dairy sector to ensure 

ZDTP activities are relevant and appropriate.  This month we have especially enjoyed working with 

Ministry of Fisheries and Livestock (MFL) Officers to improve access to animal health services in Balaka, 

Kwanshama and Mufulira. 

Output 1: On-farm production, inputs, systems and processes improved 

During August, we have continued to make modifications 

to the ‘prototype’ motorised hand operated chaff cutter 

and had a chance to carry out a penultimate test in 

Balaka.  Farmers were very receptive to the idea of having 

a similar machine for use by their community and we look 

forward to working with them to see how this could 

happen on an affordable basis.  

The ZDTP Extension Officers (EO) have been busy working 

with the Boards of each cooperative to explain ZDTP’s 

plans to fund community and individual farmer 

demonstration plots for pasture and fodder species.  In 

order to ensure transparent selection of farmers and 

sites, the EOs have been working closely with each Board to establish ‘Selection Committees’ who will 

use clear, documented criteria to carry out selection.  We are aware that other organisations, such as 

the IFAD funded Enhanced Smallholder Livestock Improvement Programme (ESLIP) through officers 

of the MFL, Dairy Association of Zambia (DAZ) and Klein Karoo, have plans to carry out similar activities 

and our staff are working closely to coordinate ZDTP activities.  If there are any other organisations 

planning similar activities in Balaka, Chibombo, Liteta, Fisenge, Kwanshama, or Mufulria, please do get 

in touch with either myself (tania@primeconsultants.net), or Clever (Clever@primeconsultants.net) 

our Programme Field Manager as we are very keen to coordinate closely and ensure benefits from 

each programme are not concentrated on only a few farmers within each community.  In the same 

Figure 1 Farmers in Balaka making pit 

silage using fodder cut by the ‘prototype’ 

chaff cutter 
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vein, if you have any lessons to share from previous similar activities, please do get in touch. 

Final touches are being put to the baseline survey report, with plans underway to feed back the results 

initially to the Board of each cooperative and then to farmers within primary cooperatives.  Once this 

process has been completed, we will then be happy to share the report with other organisations. 

Output 2: Capacity of farmers, extension officers and other dairy industry personnel 

increased 

The month started off by signing a collaboratively 

developed Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with 

Kwanshama Dairy Cooperative outlining how ZDTP will 

work with them on Governance, Business and Financial 

Planning, and Management.  Business development 

activities have focused on securing the necessary records 

from each cooperative to develop basic financial 

management tools and calculations of gross profit over the 

preceding three years.  In addition, and overlapping with 

Output 3, we are working with Fisenge to develop their plan 

to expand into milk processing. 

 

Output 3: Market-led milk handling, quality and processing capacity increased 

ZDTP EOs continue to work with Boards and MCC staff to 

make small changes to improve milk reception and 

handling procedures.  Kwanshama have been investing in 

building a covered milk reception area which will be a 

great asset once the rains start.  

Output 4: Policy and regulatory framework 

improved 

Our focus on establishing pasture demonstration plots 

and collaboratively developing MoUs with Cooperative 

Boards, means that we have taken a short break from this 

higher-level activity.  We look forward to engaging with 

MFL later in the year to understand areas of policy and 

legislation where ZDTP support would be relevant. 
 

We hope you’ve found this eighth edition of the ZDTP newsletter informative 

and welcome any questions, or comments you may have,  

With best wishes, The ZDTP Team 

For further information, please contact: Tania Thomson (Programme Country Manager): 

Email: tania@primeconsultants.net           Phone:    +260 96 456 4206 

 
Figure 2: Gus Davidson (Programme 
Director) signing the MoU with Mr. 
Muhalu (Kwanshama Chairperson). 

 
Figure 3: Milk reception extension to 
Kwanshama MCC building being funded 
by Kwanshama. 
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